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Preface

Although the Amazon cloud is well-documented, the Internet includes all types of information. 
This means you can spend a great deal of time reading AWS technical documentation, 
only to find that what seems interesting might be five years old or more. There’s too much 
documentation to expect to spend just a couple of evenings researching and getting right up to 
speed.

My opportunity to create this technical book for understanding AWS began in April 2018 after Mark 
Taber, an acquisitions editor for Pearson Education, pinged me on LinkedIn. I had written technical 
books before, and Mark asked if I was interested in writing one on the topic of Amazon Web 
Services. I asked, “Do people actually buy paper books?” and he replied quickly, “They sure do.”

So, I thought about it and realized that most of the customers I had consulted with over the past 
few years regarding the AWS cloud were smart technical people, but they had been thrown into 
a bit of a panic because they had to get ready for moving to the cloud—specifically, the Amazon 
cloud. And they were looking for a starting point to ramp up their technical cloud knowledge and 
become technically proficient in what was happening in AWS cloud technologies.

I had spent a few years quite involved with AWS cloud services with various clients—including a 
major Canadian bank, a major American bank, and several small-to-midsize companies working 
in AWS—because their developers had developed applications they were using quite successfully. 
The only problem was, they weren’t in the AWS cloud.

I thought about all my customers and realized that what was missing was a foundational book on 
AWS that explained how the core AWS services of compute, storage, networking, scale, security, 
and automation fit together. I decided to combine a book with a number of videos that would 
walk through how to set up each service. This approach would allow my customers, and hopefully 
many others, to visualize how AWS could work for their company or their project.

Writing a technical book is ultimately an abundance of research and rounds of testing, breaking, 
and fixing until the project comes together. To create a detailed technical overview of Amazon 
Web Services and how its cloud services fit together, I decided to review all the relevant AWS 
documentation of the compute, storage, networking, and managed services by following the 
pattern of reading and testing; then even more reading and testing. I then added some tips 
and tricks, and finally summarized this last year’s work into the technical content found in the 
chapters of this book. I learned a lot about AWS that I didn’t know—that’s the great thing about 
researching and writing a book!

Companion Training Videos

Learning Amazon Web Services (AWS) also has a useful learning companion—several hours of 
training videos are bundled with the book that will show you how easy it is to set up the core 
services at AWS and grasp the concepts of what the AWS cloud can offer. 

Throughout the chapters, you’ll be invited to watch the companion video that relates to the topic 
that is being covered in a particular section.



xx Preface

Watching the videos will help you get in technical shape to start deploying your company’s 
applications and resources at AWS. The videos take the place of page after page of step-by-step 
instructions. This reason for no detailed steps is that in the AWS cloud, the steps to perform any 
task are constantly changing, so up-to date videos as a means of teaching makes more sense. 
Videos can also be updated easily as changes occur.

The videos can be accessed by registering your copy of this book at www.informit.com/register. 
The videos can be watched on most any device as they are formatted in a standard MP4 video 
format. And, don’t forget popcorn!

http://www.informit.com/register
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1
Learning AWS

About This Book

This paper book and companion video library are focused on the Amazon Web Services (AWS) 
cloud—and specifically what is called infrastructure as a service (IaaS)—to help you learn about 
the cloud services Amazon offers. Services that AWS offers can be broken down into the founda-
tional services of compute, storage, networking, and security—and a big helping of automation. 
A handy way to think of AWS is as a massive toolbox with a wide variety of specialized tools that 
can carry out an assortment of infrastructure tasks. If you’re a system administrator, developer, 
or project manager or you’ve heard about the AWS cloud and want to know more about it, this 
book is designed for you as a technical baseline of AWS services, what they can do, the major 
concepts, one of the major components, and how to set up the service to function. I estimate 
that I reviewed more than 35,000 pages of AWS documentation and summarized all that techni-
cal detail into somewhere between 300–400 pages of AWS information. That doesn’t mean you 
won’t read AWS documentation because you most definitely will; but hopefully this book and the 
companion video library will catapult your indoctrination into the AWS jungle.

You may also want to get certified; however, this is not a book that is directly focused on AWS 
certification. This book is instead focused on the so-called foundational services. All AWS certi-
fication tests are focused on problem-solving based on a particular scenario. Your job is to figure 
out the best one or two answers; therefore, knowing the foundational services is key. If you want 
to get certified on AWS cloud services, particularly on AWS architecture, you must know the 
foundational AWS services inside and out. And you’ll have to spend a few hours doing hands-on 
work with AWS services. If you want to develop applications that will be hosted at AWS, you will 
need to know the foundational services in even more detail. And forget about learning everything 
about AWS in a single book; it’s just not possible, and the reality is that AWS is constantly chang-
ing. That’s a notion you will learn to embrace.

Each chapter in this book attempts to deal with a specific concept or AWS service and provide a 
strong detailed technical summary of the AWS service in question. However, there are not pages 
and pages of step-by-step solutions because the steps change every couple of months. During the 
writing of this book, AWS changed the design of its icons used in its technical documentation 
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three times. They also added 600 features and made numerous other changes, from cosmetic to 
substantial. 

To get around the issue of immediate obsolescence, there is a companion video library associated 
with this book that shows you how to set up and install and configure many AWS cloud services. 
You can access these videos by registering your book at informit.com/register. 

Throughout the remainder of the chapters, you’ll be invited to watch the companion video that 
relates to the topic that we are covering. The companion step-by-step videos can be changed and 
updated or added to as AWS changes. The beauty of a video is that you can pause or rewind it 
as you learn. Let’s begin the journey and see where we end up. This initial chapter includes the 
following topics:

 ■ Defining the public cloud

 ■ Where AWS fits with IaaS and platform as a service (PaaS)

 ■ Characteristics of cloud computing according to NIST

 ■ Considerations for migrating applications to AWS

 ■ Operational benefits for operating in the cloud

 ■ The cloud service-level agreement (SLA)

 ■ Data, application, and network security at AWS

 ■ Compliance at AWS

 ■ AWS Well-Architected Framework

Trying to Define the Cloud

The roots of public cloud computing are not new; the public cloud providers Amazon Web 
Services and Microsoft Azure have been established for well over a decade with strong IaaS and 
PaaS offerings around the world. The Google Cloud Platform (GCP) and the IBM or Oracle Cloud 
are other viable alternatives. Gartner’s Magic Quadrant ( www.gartner.com/en/research/
methodologies/magic-quadrants-research) in Figure 1-1 shows four types of technology provider 
a company can align their goals and strategies with. In 2018, IaaS market penetration dominated 
two of those categories. Under the Leaders quadrant, Amazon Web Services led in that area, 
followed by Microsoft and then Google. Google also aligned closely to the Visionaries Quadrant. 
Alibaba Cloud, Oracle, and IBM fell in the Niche Players quadrant.

When I started my career as a computer technician back in the 90s, most corporations that I 
supported used several computer-based services that were not located on premise. Accounting 
services were accessed through a fast (at the time) 1200 baud modem that was connected using 
one of those green-screened digital terminals. The serial cable threaded through the drop ceiling 
to connect the terminal was strong enough to pull a car. 

http://informit.com/register
http://www.gartner.com/en/research/methodologies/magic-quadrants-research
http://www.gartner.com/en/research/methodologies/magic-quadrants-research
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Figure 1-1 Top public cloud providers. Gartner, Magic Quadrant for Cloud Infrastructure as a 
Service, Worldwide, Dennis Smith et al., 23 May 2018. (Gartner Methodologies, Magic Quadrant, 
www.gartner.com/en/research/methodologies/magic-quadrants-research)1

A customer of mine at the time was utilizing a mainframe computer for accounting hosted locally 
in town. However, he couldn’t access his accounting services any time he liked; he had his allot-
ted slice of processing time every Tuesday, and that was that. Payroll services were provided by 
another remote service called Automatic Data Processing, or ADP for short. Both service compa-
nies and their services are still around today. IBM is continuing to release versions of its z series 
mainframe, and ADP payroll services was one of the first software as a service (SaaS) companies 
but remains popular today. 

In 2015, IBM bought a cloud provider based in Texas called SoftLayer and merged it into its public 
cloud offering, today called the IBM Cloud. The z mainframe has ended up being hosted in the 
IBM cloud providing hosted mainframe services; in April 2018, IBM announced it was launching 
what it called a “skinny mainframe” for cloud computing built around the IBM z 14 mainframe. 

1Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research publications, and does not 

advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings or other designation. Gartner 

research publications consist of the opinions of Gartner’s research organization and should not be construed as 

statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research, includ-

ing any warranties of merchantability or fi tness for a particular purpose.

http://www.gartner.com/en/research/methodologies/magic-quadrants-research
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If you work for a bank or financial institution, IBM mainframes probably provide 50% of all your 
computing services. This could be great news for companies that don’t want to have a local main-
frame environment to maintain.

Fifty years since the launch of the IBM mainframe, many companies’ mainframes are continuing 
to be relevant and are now part of the public cloud landscape. 

The reality is that more than 90 of the world’s largest 100 banks, the top 10 insurance companies, 
a majority of the 25 largest retailers, and most of the world’s larger airlines still rely on mainframe 
computers from IBM. 

If you didn’t use mainframes, you probably lived through the deployment cycle of Novell 
NetWare and Windows and Active Directory, and virtualization using VMware or Hyper-V. You 
likely have a private cloud in your own data centers. You may be wondering why your company 
is moving to the public cloud. 

The reality these days is that it is expensive to build and maintain data centers. Certainly, 
building a data center is going to cost millions or billions of dollars. Maintaining an existing 
data center over the long term is expensive as well. Because of virtualization and the rise of 
the Internet as a useful communication medium, cloud services have replaced many local data 
centers and will continue to do so. Figuring out the capital costs of hosting your applications in 
the public cloud instead of running them in your own data center is sometimes categorized as 
renting instead of buying, as defined in Figure 1-2.

Operational expenses (OpEX) are all you pay for using cloud services. The capital expenditure 
(CapEX) of building a data center does not have to be borne by a single business. Now let’s be 
clear: operational expenses are still expensive. You might say to your boss, “I don’t need $800 
million for data center construction, but I will need $2 million a year forever.”

CapEX = Buy

OpEX = Rent

Figure 1-2 No long-term capital expenses

The reality is that the cost of running and hosting your applications in the cloud is cheaper once 
you add in every expense; however, operating in the cloud is only cheaper if your services being 
hosted in the cloud are properly designed. Services and applications don’t run 24/7; they are 
turned off or reduced in size when they’re not needed. A concept that you may not yet be familiar 
with is automation. Public cloud providers use automated procedures to build, manage, monitor, 
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and scale every cloud service. By the end of this book, you will understand how automation is the 
secret sauce for successful cloud deployments. Automated procedures will save you money and 
allow you to sleep at night. 

Let’s start by defining the public cloud. The cloud is just a collection of data centers. There is no 
ownership from the customer’s point of view; the cloud provider owns the services, and you rent 
each service as required. You may be thinking that the cloud is all virtual resources, yet the AWS 
cloud can provide you bare-metal servers. If you want, Amazon will happily host your applica-
tions and databases on bare-metal servers hosted in its data centers. Of course, more commonly, 
AWS will offer you many virtual servers in well over 150 different sizes and designs. Amazon is 
also quite happy to allow you to continue to operate your on-premise data centers and coexist 
with cloud resources and services operating at AWS. Microsoft Azure will offer to sell you a copy 
of its complete Azure cloud operating system to install on your servers in your data centers. As 
you can see, it’s hard to define the public cloud these days other than as a massive collection of 
compute and storage resources hosted on a network stored in the collection of data centers acces-
sible across the Internet, or by using private connections. 

Anything that you host in the public cloud is using compute and storage resources to execute 
your software application. And anything that used to be a hardware device, such as a router, 
switch, or storage array, can be replaced by a third-party software appliance or an AWS-managed 
software service composed of virtual computers, storage, and networking components. This 
doesn’t mean that many companies aren’t still using hardware devices. Hardware devices such 
as routers and switches have incredible speed and can operate much faster in most cases than a 
software router and switch. But what happens if you can run hundreds or thousands of virtual 
machines in parallel performing the function of a hardware switch or hardware router device? 
Perhaps we don’t need any hardware devices at all. Most of the AWS-managed cloud services are 
hosted on virtual machines (defined as EC2 instances, or Elastic Cloud Compute instances), with 
massive CPU and RAM resources running in massive server farms with custom-designed applica-
tions, providing the storage arrays, networking services, load-balancing, and auto-scaling services 
that we depend on at AWS.

Moving to AWS

Once the decision has been made to move to the AWS cloud, countless moving parts begin to 
churn. People need to be trained, infrastructure changes must take place, developers potentially 
need to code in a different way, and IT professionals must get up to speed on the cloud provider 
that has been chosen; there’s no time to waste. Larger companies will usually attempt to convey 
the message of what moving to the cloud means for them. It’s quite common for executives 
within the company to have strong opinions about what moving to the cloud will do. Sadly, 
these opinions are not usually based on technical knowledge or real hands-on experience with 
the cloud provider that has been chosen. Generally, companies utilizing cloud services fall into 
several mind-sets:

 ■ The corporate mentality—You currently have data centers, infrastructure, and virtualized 
applications. Ever-increasing infrastructure and maintenance costs are driving you to look 
at what options are available in the public cloud. 
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 ■ Born-in-the-cloud mentality—You’re a developer with a great idea, but you don’t want to 
maintain a local data center. In fact, you don’t have a local data center, and you want to get 
going as soon as possible.

 ■ The startup mentality—You’ve just lost your job due to a merger or buyout and are 
determined to strike out on your own. Your brand-new company has no data center but 
plenty of ideas combined with a distinct lack of cash. 

 ■ The government client—You’ve been told that, to save costs, your government department 
is moving to the AWS cloud within a defined timeframe. 

Each of these starting mind-sets will have differing points of view as to how it should start to 
migrate or design its cloud infrastructure and hosted applications. Coming from a corporate 
environment or government department, you will probably expect the cloud provider to have 
a detailed service-level agreement (SLA) that you can change to match your needs. You will also 
probably have expectations about how much detail you expect to be provided about the cloud 
provider’s infrastructure and services. In short, you expect to be in control. 

If you have started with a public cloud services provider as an individual developer, or you’re 
working with a startup, you will probably have no comparison with current on-premise costs; 
therefore, the overall costs that you pay for using a cloud provider will be accepted for the short 
term but, over time, as your experience grows, your overall cloud costs will be analyzed and 
managed to be as optimized and as cheap as possible. 

 

Note

AWS has options for developers who want to craft and deploy applications hosted at AWS. 
The site https://aws.amazon.com/startups/ is where you can get further information about 
how you might be able to qualify for what is called AWS Promotional Credit. There’s a possibil-
ity of getting up to $15,000 in credits over 2 years, including AWS support and training.  

The reality is that moving to the cloud means you will be giving up an element of control. After 
all, it’s not your data center. At AWS, you’re not getting deeper into the infrastructure stack than 
the subnets that host your applications. Remember, the cloud is a data center; it’s just not your 
data center. Let’s start by looking at the available public cloud computing models of IaaS and PaaS 
and where AWS fits within these definitions.

Infrastructure as a Service

Most of the services AWS offers fall into the infrastructure as a service (IaaS) definition, as shown 
in Figure 1-3. This is certainly the most mature cloud model offering; virtualized servers and 
virtualized storage arrays are hosted on a software defined network with each customer’s infra-
structure completely isolated as a private resource. Creating resources at AWS typically starts 
with the creation of what is called a virtual private cloud (VPC). Virtual servers, virtual hard drive 
volumes, and indeed complete managed services and products can be hosted on your isolated 
private network. You have the flexibility to create whatever architectural stack you desire at AWS 
using a vast number of services and utilities contained in the IaaS toolbox. Companies moving to 

https://aws.amazon.com/startups/
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the AWS public cloud will typically first start with IaaS because the compute and storage services 
closely mirror their current on-premise virtual environment. 

EC2

Amazon RDS Amazon
CloudWatch

AWS CloudTrail

VPC

AWS CloudFormation AWS Trusted
Advisor

Identity and Access
Management (IAM) 

Elastic
Block Store (EBS)

Simple
Storage Service (S3) 

Foundational
Services 

Management
Services

Figure 1-3 Infrastructure as a service at AWS

IaaS cloud services at AWS are bundled with managed services. A managed service is built on 
the trio of compute, storage, and networking services and customized software providing some-
thing you want Amazon to manage and maintain rather than your having to do all the work. For 
example, AWS offers a managed service called relational database service (RDS). It will build, host, 
maintain, back up, fail over, synchronize, and monitor a pair of master/standby database servers 
for you, leaving you the single task of managing your data records. Many other managed services 
are available at AWS; in fact, many managed services have no additional charges to begin using. 
For example, an automation service called CloudFormation allows you to automate the procedure 
of building infrastructure stacks complete with the required compute, storage, networks, and load 
balancers required for your application stack. In fact, practically anything to do with building, 
updating, or deleting your infrastructure stacks at AWS can be automated with CloudFormation. 
Another handy service called CloudTrail is provided free of charge. It tracks and records all appli-
cation programming interface (API) calls that are carried out in each of your AWS accounts for 
90 days. And yes, you can configure CloudTrail to store your API calls forever in S3 storage. 

Your internal applications that are running in your on-premise data centers are probably a vast 
soup of proprietary operating systems (HP, AIX, Linux) and of course Windows. Talk to most 
departments in a small to midsize corporate environment, and the end users typically express 
unhappiness with some of the current applications that they use daily. They have learned to live 
with the ongoing issues of each application. Talk to the IT administrators and developers in the 
corporate data centers; there very well could be a great deal of unhappiness with the inflexibility 
of the existing infrastructure that they have to use and manage. 

On top of these issues, perhaps each department has its own IT infrastructure. My company once 
provided compute services for a midsized hospital with 25 separate networks. Typically, in a 
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larger corporation, compute services can be heavily siloed between departments, or each line of 
business gets to make its own decisions. 

Most companies with more than 100 employees have some semblance of virtual infrastructure 
for their servers typically using VMware. Virtualization was supposed to be the answer to control-
ling a company’s infrastructure costs. However, the cost for virtualization services has become 
extremely expensive to host, run, and maintain. Companies now know that capital and licensing 
costs are some of the biggest expenses they incur when running an ever-expanding on-premise 
private cloud. Replacing VMware with AWS-hosted virtualized servers and services removes a 
company’s need for hypervisor administration expertise. And the landscape of applications used 
by corporations is now widely available in the public cloud as hosted applications defined as soft-
ware as a service (SaaS) applications. As a result, there is ever-growing interest at the department 
level or overall company level in using the public cloud to host applications. And the reality is, 
you may not have a choice. If you’re a Microsoft shop, the odds are quite strong that some of your 
everyday software applications such as Exchange and Microsoft Office are hosted by Microsoft 
Azure and Office 365, allowing you to completely replace some of your in-house software deploy-
ments. For more details on the compute platform at AWS, check out Chapter 4, “Compute 
Services: AWS EC2 Instances.”

If your company has no experience working with external cloud providers and you are a medium- 
to large-sized corporation, it’s a certainty your company will fit the private cloud model. Most 
of your company’s infrastructure will be hosted within several private data centers. For example, 
your primary data center may be in Philadelphia, and your second data center could be in 
Nashville. (If you’re a large enough company, your data centers may be spread across multiple 
continents.) The applications used will number in the hundreds or thousands. You may be lucky 
enough to have centralized IT standards, but these standards have become an issue due to the 
applications that multiple departments have installed or created over the years. Maybe if you’re 
unlucky, one of the central applications used by your company was developed by a summer 
student and plunked into production without a second thought. 

At AWS, infrastructure resources are spread across the world in 20 different regions. If you are in 
a large population center, the odds are that Amazon is close by. If Amazon is not close by, you 
still may be able to connect into it through one of the edge locations. More details on regions, 
availability zones, and edge locations can be found in Chapter 2, “Designing with AWS Global 
Services.”

Platform as a Service

Platform as a service (PaaS) cloud providers enable your developers to create custom appli-
cations on a variety of popular development platforms such as Java, PHP, and Python. The 
developers don’t have to manually build the infrastructure components required for each 
application per se; the required infrastructure resources are defined at the beginning of the 
development cycle and are created and managed by the PaaS cloud provider. After applica-
tions have been developed and tested and are ready for prime time, the application is made 
available to end users using public URLs. The PaaS cloud provider will host and scale the 
hosted application based on demand. As more users use the application, the infrastruc-
ture resources will scale out or in as required. PaaS environments are installed on the IaaS 
resources of the PaaS cloud provider, as shown in Figure 1-4. In fact, IaaS is always behind all 
“as a service” monikers. Examples of PaaS providers include Cloud Foundry and Heroku. 
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Figure 1-4 IaaS hosts the PaaS layer

Expanding upon Cloud Foundry, this PaaS solution is the foundation of development at IBM 
Cloud, where the underlying infrastructure is hosted on the IBM public cloud and running a 
customized version of the Cloud Foundry platform components. Developers can sign up and 
focus on writing applications. All requests will be handled by the PaaS layer interfacing with the 
IaaS layer, where the compute, storage, load-balancing, and scaling services operate.

Another popular solution for developing applications in the cloud is Heroku, mentioned in passing 
earlier. Heroku allows you to create and run hosted applications using a variety of development 
platforms. Just like the IBM cloud, once the application has been written, Heroku hosts, balances, 
and auto scales the application as required and sends you a bill for hosting at the end of the month. 

If you’re dealing with a PaaS provider, remember that programming languages change from time 
to time; therefore, APIs change as well, and usually without warning. If your developers don’t 
keep up to date, there can be issues when using a PaaS cloud development platform. 

Digging into the details on the Heroku website, under “Security,” the site states that, “Heroku’s 
physical infrastructure is hosted and managed within Amazon’s secure data centers and utilize 
the Amazon Web services technology.” Heroku is owned by another cloud heavyweight, 
Salesforce. Salesforce indicated in 2018 that future expansion was going to be by utilizing 
Amazon data center resources. Oh, what a tangled web we weave. 

An additional reality is that one cloud provider’s PaaS system is not necessarily compatible with 
another cloud provider’s service. Both AWS and Microsoft Azure offer similar cloud services, but 
internally each cloud provider operates in a completely different fashion with a completely differ-
ent set of APIs. There is no single standard for defining just what PaaS must be. Compatibility 
issues begin to reveal themselves at the lower levels of each vendor’s proposed solution. RESTful 
interfaces, manifest file formats, framework configurations, external APIs, and component inte-
gration are not necessarily compatible across cloud vendors. AWS deals with platform services 
using Lambda, the API Gateway, and several code deployment tools. 

The applications that your company may have been developing and using internally will be 
a variety of two- and three-tier architectures with many local dependencies such as network 
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storage, local storage, local users, and databases. The overall architecture design may have been 
adequate at the beginning but now is straining to function due to the age of the hardware, the 
sizing of the hardware, and the lack of any flexibility to change. 

The distinct difference with on-premise design when compared to hosting applications at AWS is 
that provisioning hardware and waiting for it to be set up and configured is a thing of the past. In 
fact, there are many possibilities to consider when designing applications at AWS.

Your choice of language and development framework will determine the PaaS vendor you select. 
Do you do a lot of development in Python? Are you a Java developer? Amazon has a PaaS solu-
tion called Elastic Beanstalk that automates the deployment of applications developed in Java, 
Python, Ruby, and other development platforms on the required infrastructure components for 
each application including E2 instances or Docker containers, with load-balancing, auto scaling, 
and monitoring services. 

Amazon has several development solutions, shown in Figure 1-5, including CodeBuild, 
CodeCommit, Elastic Beanstalk, CodeDeploy. These can be key components in your applica-
tion deployment at AWS. Chapter 8, “Automating AWS Infrastructure,” covers these interesting 
managed services and additional details on automating your infrastructure.

CodeBuild CodeCommit

CodeDeployElastic Beanstalk

Figure 1-5 Platform options at AWS

Essential Characteristics of AWS Cloud Computing

If you haven’t heard of National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), a branch of the 
U.S. government, you’re not alone. Around 2010, NIST began documenting the public cloud. 
After talking to all the major vendors, it released an initial report in June 2011 defining many 
cloud components that were common across all the public cloud vendors. The report’s genius was 
in defining what the emerging public cloud actually was (the command components). Over the 
years, NIST’s cloud definitions have moved from definitions to becoming standards for how many 
companies view working in the public cloud. According to NIST, five key definitions of the public 
cloud have really morphed into a definitive standard methodology of operating in the public cloud:

On-demand self-service—We not only expect cloud service to be delivered quickly; we demand 
it. All cloud providers offer a self-serve portal as AWS does, as shown in Figure 1-6. You request 
a cloud service, and in seconds it’s available in your AWS account ready to configure. Gone are 
the days of requesting a virtual server via email and waiting several days until it’s built. At AWS, a 
virtual server can be started and operational in seconds. Procuring a software-defined network at 
AWS (called a virtual private cloud) is available and operational in seconds. AWS has an expansive 
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self-serve management console that allows you to order and configure many cloud-hosted 
services in seconds in any AWS region. Any cloud service that you order from AWS is automati-
cally delivered to you through heavily automated procedures. There are no public cloud providers 
that survive without a self-service portal driven by heavy-duty automation in the background. 
This NIST definition is now a standard.

Figure 1-6 The AWS management portal

Broad network access—Cloud services can be accessed from almost anywhere across the globe 
using the Internet. If you host applications at AWS, perhaps they are public-facing SaaS apps. 
AWS also provides HTTPS endpoints to access every cloud service hosted at AWS. However, you 
may not want broad network access, which is defined as public network access to your cloud 
services. In fact, many companies that are moving to the AWS cloud have no interest in a publicly 
accessible software solution. They want their hosted cloud services to remain private, accessible 
only by their employees using private connections. Each cloud customer ultimately defines the 
real meaning of broad network access. At AWS, applications can be publicly available, or, you can 
stay completely private. VPN connections from your place of work to AWS are commonplace; 
in fact, you can order Direct Connect and establish a private fiber connection to AWS running 
at speeds up to 10 Gbps. Depending on the type of applications you’re using in the cloud, high-
speed network access is essential. We can even use, access, and administer AWS service from our 
phone using AWS apps. Certainly, accessing AWS from any device is possible. For more details on 
networking, check out Chapter 3, “AWS Networking Services.”

Resource Pooling—Infrastructure resources for public cloud providers are pooled together in 
many data centers across the different regions of the world and are dynamically assigned on 
demand. A company running an on-premise private cloud would pool its virtual machines, 
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memory, processing, and networking capabilities into one or two data centers, and from its own 
pool offer limited compute resources. All public cloud providers have a massive pool of resources 
to serve our various needs. AWS has clusters of data centers (known as AZs or availability zones), 
and each AZ could have over 80,000 bare-metal servers available and online allowing custom-
ers to host their application services with a high level of resiliency and failover. Having many 
available online resources also enables AWS to keep the price down. Without a massive pool of 
resources, AWS would not be able to offer its cloud services on demand that are able to scale up 
and down based on customer demand. Having a massive resource pool is a necessary standard 
for all public cloud providers; customers do not expect to run out of resources. Take, for example, 
AWS S3 storage, which is unlimited with no defined maximum limit. For more details on regions 
and AZs, check out Chapter 2.

Rapid Elasticity—Elasticity in the public cloud, or scaling, is the key feature required by all hosted 
cloud applications. Elasticity at AWS is utilized for both compute and storage. Because most 
services and applications are built on compute and storage, applications in the AWS cloud have 
the capability to automatically scale, as shown in Figure 1-7. And elasticity, or scaling, is only 
useful if it’s automated based on demand. Turning off a virtual server, adding RAM, and turning 
it back on is not the elasticity that we are interested in; we want horizontal scale—that is, more 
application servers—not just a bigger server. Real-time monitoring of a hosted cloud application 
at AWS allows us to react almost instantaneously before the application’s performance is close to 
degrading. With EC2 Auto Scaling in the background, additional computer resources are auto-
matically ordered and delivered to the application server’s cluster, maintaining the application’s 
performance. Rapid elasticity based on demand is only possible with real-time monitoring driving 
automated scale. This is why the public cloud is so popular; with a massive pool of available cloud 
resources and the ability to automatically scale applications out and in based on demand, at AWS 
anybody can easily scale application stacks up and down. For more details on deploying scale and 
elasticity with EC2 Auto Scale, check out Chapter 5, “Planning for Scale and Resiliency.”

Time
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Application Capacity
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Figure 1-7 Applications can scale based on demand in the public cloud

Measured Service—In the cloud, you are only billed for what you use; that’s defined as a 
measured service. Cloud providers make their money by charging for everything that you use 
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in their data centers, including data transfer costs. Packet flow inbound to the public cloud is 
usually free; outbound packet flow, or traffic between subnets hosted in different data centers, is 
usually charged an outbound data transfer fee. Charges are per second, or per minute in the case 
of computer services like AWS EC2 compute instances, or they are per gigabyte per month in the 
case of storage services like S3 or virtual hard drives, which at AWS are called elastic block storage 
(EBS). AWS charges can be broken down into compute, storage, and data transfer charges. If an 
AWS service is on, the meter is running. Cost management is one of your most important jobs 
when operating in the cloud. AWS has many useful tools to help you control your costs, includ-
ing the AWS Simple Pricing Calculator, AWS Budgets, and the Cost Explorer, as shown in Figure 1-8. 
You can find details on these features in Chapter 2. Being billed for consuming cloud services is a 
reality that we are all used to. What you also may have to get used to is exactly how you are being 
billed. Again, you must understand and carefully monitor compute, storage, and data transfer 
costs. For example, you can order a load balancer at AWS for $30 per month. However, there is 
an additional charge to be aware of: all the data packets transferred through the load balancer are 
charged, and that by itself can be a hefty price.

Figure 1-8 AWS Budgets and Cost Explorer track and alert when costs are over budget
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Operational Benefits of AWS

Operating in the public cloud has certain benefits. Unlimited access to servers and storage and 
many management services may make it easier than you expected to operate in the cloud. Table 1-1 
summarizes the managed services at AWS that may be able to replace or complement your exist-
ing on-premise services and procedures.

Servers—Underutilized servers in your data center are expensive to run and maintain. Moving 
applications to the public cloud will reduce the size of your on-premise data center. Because you 
no longer host as many physical servers, your total hosting costs (heating, cooling, and so on) 
will be lower as well. You also won’t have to pay for as many software licenses at the processer 
level because you’re not responsible for running hypervisor services; that’s Amazon’s job. You 
may think that moving to the AWS cloud means virtualized resources and only virtualization. 
However, at AWS, you can get a variety of compute options with virtualization of any size and 
scale, from a single-core CPU with 512MB of RAM to hundreds of CPU cores and terabytes of 
RAM. You can also order a bare-metal server and do whatever you want with it. You can find 
further details on compute options in Chapter 4.

Storage—Using cloud storage has huge benefits due to the unlimited amount of storage promised 
by cloud providers. Amazon has many options for storage that are similar, but not exactly the 
same as your on-premise solutions. For storage area network solutions, Amazon has shareable file 
solutions: the elastic file system (EFS) for Linux workloads, and FSx, a shared file service specifi-
cally for Windows File Server workloads. Virtual hard disks are available using EBS. Unlimited 
storage, and longer-term archive storage, is provided by S3 and S3 Glacier. Details on all the 
storage options at AWS can be found in Chapter 6, “Cloud Storage.”

Managed services—AWS has a variety of managed services, as shown in Table 1-1, that may be 
able to replace or complement your existing services and utilities currently used on-premise once 
you move to the AWS cloud. 

Table 1-1 Managed Services at AWS

IT Operations On-Premise AWS Cloud

Monitoring Nagios, SolarWinds. CloudWatch monitoring providing metrics for every 
AWS service. All monitoring and logging data can be 
stored in S3. All third-party monitoring solutions can 
access S3 to perform their own custom analysis of 
log data.

Data backup Backup tools such 
as Commvault and 
NetBackup.

Any third-party vendor that wants to stay in business 
will be supporting AWS; both Veritas and Commvault 
have AWS solutions. AWS Storage Gateway can also 
be installed to cache required content locally, while 
backing up local disk volumes to an S3 bucket. 
Backups can be snapshots of local virtual hard disks, 
or data files from specific volumes can be targeted.
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IT Operations On-Premise AWS Cloud

Scale Add additional virtual 
machines or increase/
decrease the size of 
each virtual machine’s 
RAM and CPU cores.

Scale horizontally by placing multiple virtual machines 
(instances) behind a load balancer and add auto-
mated scaling based on demand to increase and 
decrease the required amount of compute power 
using EC2 Auto Scaling.

Testing Provisioning hardware 
for testing is expensive.

Provisioning resources for short-term testing at AWS 
is incredibly inexpensive. Signing up for the AWS 
free tier allows you to test a variety of AWS services 
for one year completely free.

Identity 
management

Active Directory Domain 
Services for accessing 
corporate resources.

Extend on-premise Active Directory to the AWS cloud 
with hosted Directory Services. Utilize AWS single 
sign-on services (SSO) for managing access to popu-
lar business applications that third-party cloud provid-
ers are hosting. 

Cloud Provider Limitations

Each cloud provider has a published SLA that specifies what services are provided and at what 
specific operational level. All public cloud providers make promises about how they will handle 
security, compliance, and overall operations and how their methodology will be contained in 
the cloud provider’s SLA. The challenge is to live up to that agreement. In the SLA, there will be 
details about acceptable outage time and the responsibility of the cloud provider when outages 
occur. There also will be statements about not being responsible for events outside the cloud 
provider’s control. Another common term typically used in the SLA is “best effort” or “commer-
cially reasonable effort.”

Regardless of the cloud model, the cloud provider is responsible for overall service operation and 
deployment, service orchestration, the overall management of the cloud, the security of the cloud 
components, and maintenance of customer privacy. The responsibility of how each customer, the 
cloud consumer, is to carry out business with the cloud provider will also be described in some 
detail in the SLA. Each cloud consumer must fully understand what each cloud service offered 
provides; this is exactly what the cloud service will and will not do. 

The reality is that every public cloud provider will not have an SLA that you will like, and the 
stark reality is that their best effort is the best they can do. This might seem a little harsh, but it’s 
reality; according to AWS, “everything fails all the time.” What happens when a key component 
of your application hosted in the AWS cloud fails? Is it a disaster, or is it manageable? Is it accept-
able to expect AWS failures from time to time? It’s a reality; AWS is 100% right; everything fails.

Operating in the public cloud means that you must design your hosted application to be able to 
continue operating even if compute and storage failures occur. That’s our responsibility. 

All public cloud providers really have the same SLA; here it is, summarized in nine short words: 
“we are sorry; we will give you a credit.” This SLA summary applies to every public cloud provider. 
Here’s another reality check; if you’re down, you will have to prove that you were actually down 
by providing network traces and appropriate documentation that leaves no doubt that you were 
down because of an AWS cloud issue. 
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Oh, and here’s another small detail to be aware of: if you didn’t build redundancy into your appli-
cation design, don’t bother calling for a credit. Application designs that have a single instance 
hosting the application with no failover or high-availability design parameters have no SLA. AWS 
expects you to be serious about your application design; we need to understand and use the tools 
in the AWS toolbox to ensure that your SLA for availability and performance is achieved. 

Not every service at AWS even has a defined SLA; there are more than 100 services and only 8 
defined SLAs. Remember: all managed services—in fact, all services—are built from the resources 
found in Table 1-2.

Table 1-2 SLAs at AWS

AWS Service SLA Summary

CloudFront 99.9% during any monthly billing cycle

DynamoDB Monthly uptime percentage of 99.999% for global tables, or 99.99% 
for regular tables

EC2 instances (includes 
elastic container service 
[ECS] and EBS volumes)

Monthly uptime percentage of at least 99.99%

RDS databases Monthly uptime percentage of at least 99.95% for multi-AZ 
instances

Route 53 DNS service Commercially reasonable efforts to make Route 53 100% available 
during a monthly billing cycle

S3; S3 Glacier object 
storage

The number of errors calculated during each 5-minute period 
subtracted from 100%

Lambda functions Monthly uptime percentage of 99.95% during any monthly billing 
cycle

AWS Shield (Advanced) Any failure of service commitments provided by CloudFront or Route 
53 when being protected by AWS Shield Advanced distributed denial 
of service (DDoS) protection

Data Security at AWS

We can lose many things while operating in the cloud: instances fail, EBS volumes crash, services 
stop working. But you can’t go to your boss and say we’ve lost some data. 

Data security—The reality is that your data is more secure and durable stored in the public 
cloud. At AWS, except for S3 Glacier archive storage, which is automatically encrypted, all other 
storage mediums at AWS are unencrypted by default. However, EBS volumes—both boot and data 
volumes—can be encrypted at rest and at transit using either customer master keys provided by 
AWS or keys provided by the customer. Shared storage services such as EFS can also be encrypted 
at rest, as can DynamoDB tables. S3 buckets can be encrypted with keys provided by AWS or 
supplied by customers, as shown in Figure 1-9. Data durability provides security of a different 
nature; all data stored in the cloud is stored in multiple locations; EBS volumes are replicated 
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within the data center where they reside. S3 objects are replicated across three separate locations 
within the selected AWS region, producing a high level of durability. Amazon’s level of S3 dura-
bility is humorously defined like this: for every 1,000 objects stored in an S3 bucket, you will lose 
one of those objects every 10 million years. We cannot possibly duplicate this level of durability 
and security on-premise.

Figure 1-9 S3 buckets can be encrypted using AES-256 or AWS-KMS managed keys

Data privacy—AWS does not have data storage isolated for individual customers; all storage 
arrays at AWS are multitenant in design. This is pretty much the default for all public cloud 
providers. Amazon’s job is to make sure your stored data records are isolated per AWS account. 

Data control—Customers are in full control of storing and retrieving their data stored in AWS. 
All data storage at AWS starts as private, and except for S3 buckets that are changed allowing 
public access, storage remains private and is not directly accessible from the outside world. 
Customers can choose to make S3 buckets public; it’s the customer’s responsibility to define the 
security and accessibility of all data records stored in AWS. 

Security controls—As previously mentioned, all data records can be encrypted at AWS. Resource 
policies defining the precise level of security and access can be directly attached to resources such 
as S3 buckets or EFS shared storage and can be defined by the identity and access management 
(IAM) user and group security policy using the IAM service.

IAM identity and trust policies can be defined at a granular level controlling access by users and 
roles to all resources at AWS, including any storage medium. Chapter 7, “Security Services,” 
provides details on IAM. 

You can enable multifactor authentication as an additional security control on S3 buckets to 
control when deletion of data records is performed. 
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Network Security at AWS

At AWS, networking is managed at the subnet level, and all subnets are created as a private subnet 
with no access to the outside world. Subnets reside on your private networks, which are called 
a virtual private cloud (VPC) at AWS. Only by adding a gateway service to a VPC will subnets 
be able to be accessed from either the Internet or a private VPN connection from an on-premise 
network. Chapter 3 has the details on networking at AWS.

It’s important to note that public and private connectivity choices are decisions that are always 
carried out by each customer; not AWS.

 ■ Each subnet’s ingress and egress traffic can be controlled by a subnet firewall called 
Network ACLs that define separate stateless rules for both inbound and outbound 
packet flow. 

 ■ Each EC2 instance hosted on a subnet is further protected by an additional firewall called a 
security group, which defines what traffic is allowed into the instance and where outbound 
traffic is directed. 

VPC flow logs can be enabled to capture network traffic for the entire VPC, a single subnet, or a 
network interface. 

Application Security at AWS

Both Web and application servers hosted at AWS should always be located on private subnets. 
Private subnets are not directly accessible from the Internet. You may be wondering how to access 
what was supposed to be a public-facing application with no direct public access. The solution to 
this question is the absolute best practice to follow at AWS: for Web servers that customers across 
the Internet access, placing the load balancer on a public subnet, in front of the Web servers, 
provides the correct design solution. Customers requesting access to the application will be 
directed by DNS to the DNS name of the load balancer. The load balancer directs incoming traffic 
from the public subnet to the targeted Web servers hosted in the private subnets. 

One load balancer type offered by AWS is the Application Load Balancer, which can perform 
authentication and SSL offload services. The end-to-end traffic pattern for a three-tier Web appli-
cation can be designed using many encryption/decryption points, as shown in Figure 1-10 on its 
path from source to destination:

 ■ Web application firewall—A custom traffic filter in front of the Application Load Balancer 
protecting against malicious traffic. 

 ■ Elastic Load Balancer (ELB)—Accepts only encrypted HTTPS traffic on port 443; provides 
secure sockets layer/transport layer security (SSL/TLS) decryption and, optionally, user 
authentication.

 ■ EC2 instance hosting Web application—EBS boot and data drives can be encrypted. 

 ■ EC2 instance hosting application server—EBS boot and data drives can be encrypted.

 ■ Database server—EBS boot and data drives and data community can be encrypted, or 
Dynamo DB tables can be encrypted. 
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Figure 1-10 Encrypted traffic flow at AWS

Compliance in the AWS Cloud

As a worldwide public cloud provider, AWS operates in many different countries and is subject to 
a variety of rules and regulations enforced by governments and compliance standards. Depending 
on the type of business that you operate, there are possibly many different levels of compliance 
you will have to adhere to when operating in the AWS cloud. Financial, health, and government 
institutions have strict rules and regulations that must be followed by their clients. In addition, 
your own company may have specific internal rules and regulations they want to follow. 

Many countries in the world are enacting laws, regulations, and mandates in serious attempts 
to protect the privacy of personal data and the security of corporate information and computer 
systems. The new data protection laws place the burden of protection and security on the custodian 
of that data; that is where the data is stored when the data is transferred from source to destination.

The cloud providers have contractual obligations to ensure that when organizations have data 
records hosted in their cloud, they can adhere to the promises and commitments made in the 
SLA. Some of the most common compliance regulations that AWS has been successfully audited 
against include the compliance standards listed in Table 1-3.

Table 1-3 AWS Supports Many Compliance Standards

Abbreviation Scope of Operation Purpose of Protection Legal Status

HIPPA Healthcare Personal information Law

GLBA Financial industry Personal information Law

SOX Publicly traded companies Shareholder Law

PCI DSS Payment card industry Fraud Industry regulation

GDPR EU Personal information Law
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Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act—Secures the privacy of individual health 
information records in the United States.

Gramm-Leachy-Billy Act—Mandates protection of customer information by financial 
industries.

Sarbanes-Oxley—Ensures the integrity of financial operations of publicly traded companies. 

PCI DSS—Ensures the processing integrity of credit card data or authentication data.

GDPR—Protects privacy and personal data for all citizens of the EU. Amazon has a decent compli-
ance page at https://aws.amazon.com/compliance/, which has details about all the AWS certifica-
tions and attestations that it has achieved or supports. If you are bound by a specific compliance 
standard, one of your first steps should be to review the AWS services that are available for each 
compliance standard, as shown in Figure 1-11.

Figure 1-11 Check the AWS compliance page to see what services are supported

Playing in the AWS Sandbox

AWS makes it easy to “try before you buy,” frequently doling out promotional credits to develop-
ers. Even if you are not a developer, every new AWS customer gets limited access to nearly every 
AWS service for free (Amazon calls this the “free tier”) during the first year. This is a great way to 
experiment with AWS. The only thing you must provide is a credit card that won’t be charged 
unless you choose to use resources that the free tier doesn’t cover. After the first year has passed, 
you’ll start accruing charges for every service you use; any AWS resources that you built during 
the first year remain in your account but start accruing charges. 

https://aws.amazon.com/compliance/
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In addition, AWS has several free hands-on labs. You can sign up for QwikLabs at https://run.
qwiklabs.com/home?locale=en and carry out a variety of AWS tasks in the AWS cloud.

Figure 1-12 illustrates some of the learnig and labs that are available from QwikLabs.

Introduction to Amazon EC2 Instances

S3 Storage Backup with Cross-Region Replication

Managing RDS Deployments

QwikLabs Topics

Security, Backup, and Recovery

Figure 1-12 QwikLabs has more than 20 completely free labs for AWS services

Running experiments, and performing labs raises additional questions that will help further your 
AWS cloud knowledge and experience.

MAKE SURE TO WATCH THE COMPANION VIDEO “SIGNING UP FOR AWD FREE TIER.”

To access the companion videos, register your book at informit.com/register.

What’s the Problem That Needs to Be Solved?

Typical large organizations run hundreds or thousands of applications on thousands of virtual 
servers. Which applications can be moved to AWS? What should be prioritized? 

Start with low value/low risk—It’s quite popular to suggest a starting point of high value 
and low risk when choosing your first application to move to the AWS cloud. Here’s a reality 
check: it’s probably going to take you 6 months or longer to move your application to the cloud. 
Choosing an application with low value provides a valuable timeline to do some additional plan-
ning and analysis before finalizing your application in its working form at AWS. I’ve seen many 
companies make the pronouncement that applications will be moving to the cloud quickly. It 
rarely happens successfully because there are so many things to learn and consider. Start with low 
value. Take your time, and select a working application that has been running successfully for a 
good time period. Then you can document your lessons learned and what to do differently the 
next time. The second and third application moved to the cloud generally will be much faster 
than the first application due to the lessons learned and experience gained.

https://run.qwiklabs.com/home?locale=en
https://run.qwiklabs.com/home?locale=en
http://informit.com/register
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Create a brand-new application first—The advantage of creating a completely new application 
at AWS means you are not constrained by anything, such as the type of database that must be 
used, the type of programming language that must be used, or the type of compute that must be 
used. Starting anew at AWS allows you to try out some of the new methods to host applications 
such as serviceless computing, create a mobile application using stateless components, or use 
DynamoDB instead of SQL. This is where the real learning about what the AWS cloud can do for 
you will really appear. 

Try to solve a single problem—Do you need additional storage? Perhaps that’s a great starting 
point for your adventure in the cloud. Archiving files in S3 Glacier could be as simple as ordering 
a Snowball device, connecting it up to your network, filling up with files you’d like to archive, 
and shipping it back to AWS. This is an excellent first project to start working with AWS support, 
archiving records, and saving your company money. 

Define a value proposition—Ideally, the move to AWS is long term and successful. Thousands 
of companies have been successful moving to AWS; you, too, can be successful. Start off with a 
defined value proposition that can be validated quickly, in a matter of months rather than years. 
For developing applications, you could sign up for AWS Cloud9, a cloud-hosted IDE that supports 
more than 40 programming languages, as shown in Figure 1-13. Armed with a browser, you can 
try your hand at developing applications at AWS.

Figure 1-13 Cloud9 IDE at AWS

Access to data records—The number-one problem with larger companies when starting to work 
with cloud providers is working through the internal politics to allow access to data from the 
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cloud. Data record access, and the steps for successful access, should be considered before you 
move to the cloud: 

 ■ How can we access our on-premise data from the cloud?

 ■ What records have to stay on-premise?

 ■ Are we bound by any compliance rules and regulations?

 ■ Is our data in the right format for what we need?

Migrating Applications

For applications that have been chosen as starting candidates to move to the AWS cloud, several 
decisions need to be made about the application’s journey, or path.

Can the application be moved to AWS and hosted on an EC2 instance with no changes?

Applications that fit into this category could be migrated to AWS as an EC2 instance image. Server 
migration tools, and database migration tools discussed in Chapter 2, can carry out these migra-
tion paths quite effectively. However, applications that are lifted and shifted to the cloud will 
have other dependencies and issues that will have to be considered:

 ■ The application stores its data in a database. Will the database remain on-premise or be 
moved to the cloud? 

 ■ If the database for the application remains on-premise, are there latency issues that need to 
be considered when communicating with the database? 

 ■ Will a high-speed connection need to be established between the AWS cloud and the 
database remaining on-premise? 

 ■ Are there compliance issues regarding the application data? Does the data have to be 
encrypted at rest? Does communication with the database need to be encrypted?

 ■ Do users authenticate to the application across the corporate network? If so, are federation 
services required to be deployed at AWS for single sign-on (SSO)? 

 ■ Are local dependencies installed on the application server that will interfere with the 
application server’s operation in the AWS cloud? 

 ■ Are there licensing considerations for both the operating system and the application when 
operating in the cloud? 

Is there an existing SaaS application hosted by a public cloud provider that should replace 
the application because it’s a better choice?

This can be a very political issue to resolve. With so many hosted cloud applications available in 
the public cloud, the odds are close to 100% that there will be an existing application that could 
replace the current on-premise application.
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Should the application remain on-premise and eventually be deprecated?

 ■ The application is hosted on legacy hardware that is near end-of-life.

 ■ The application is not virtualized.

 ■ The application does not have support.

 ■ The application is used by a small number of users.

The Well-Architected Framework

Several years ago, AWS introduced documentation called the Well-Architected Framework to help 
customers plan properly when moving to the AWS cloud. The goal was to give guidance for cloud 
architects to build secure, resilient, and decent performing infrastructure to host their applica-
tions following recognized best practices that have been developed over time by the experience 
of many AWS customers. Each best practice still must be evaluated as to whether it meets your 
criteria. A best practice should not be blindly adopted without understanding why it has achieved 
a best practice designation. 

The documentation for the well-architected framework also has many key questions to ponder 
that can be found in the well-architected framework blueprint. It is useful to discuss these ques-
tions out loud with other technical folks in your company; they will help you make key decisions 
about your infrastructure and applications hosted at AWS. The framework documentation can 
be found here: https://d1.awsstatic.com/whitepapers/architecture/AWS_Well-Architected_
Framework.pdf. Each application to be deployed at AWS needs to be viewed through the lens of 
being well architected following these five principles:

Operational excellence—How best to execute, deploy, and monitor applications running at 
AWS using automated deployment monitoring procedures, continuous improvement, and auto-
mated solutions for recovering from failures. Key AWS services to utilize include CloudWatch 
events and alarms, CloudTrail, EC2 Auto Scaling, AWS Config, and the Trusted Advisor. Check 
out Chapters 5, 7, and 8. Operational excellence questions to consider include these:

 ■ How are disruptions to applications handled? Manually, or automatically?

 ■ How can you analyze the ongoing health of your applications and infrastructure 
components hosted at AWS?

Security—How to best design systems that will operate reliably and securely while protect-
ing customer information and data records. Key AWS services to utilize include IAM, AWS 
Organizations, CloudWatch logs, CloudTrail events, S3 and S3 Glacier, and VPC flow logs. 
Check out Chapters 3, 6, and 7. Security questions to consider include these: 

 ■ How are security credentials and authentication managed at AWS?

 ■ How are automated procedures secured?

https://d1.awsstatic.com/whitepapers/architecture/AWS_Well-Architected_Framework.pdf
https://d1.awsstatic.com/whitepapers/architecture/AWS_Well-Architected_Framework.pdf
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Reliability—How can systems and applications hosted at AWS recover from disruption with 
minimal downtime? How can applications meet your escalating demands? Key AWS services to 
utilize include ELB, EC2 Auto Scaling, and CloudWatch alarms. Check out Chapter 5. Reliability 
questions to consider include these:

 ■ How do you monitor resources hosted at AWS?

 ■ How do applications hosted at AWS adapt to changes in demand by end users?

Performance efficiency—How to use compute resources to meet and maintain your application 
requirements on an ongoing basis. Should your compute solution change from EC2 instances to 
containers or serviceless? Key services include EC2 Auto Scaling, EBS volumes, and RDS. Check 
out Chapters 4 and 6. Performance efficiency questions to consider include these: 

 ■ Why did you select your database?

 ■ Why did you select your current compute infrastructure?

Cost Optimization—How to design systems that meet your needs at the cheapest price point. 
Key AWS services include Cost Explorer, Budgets, EC2 Auto Scaling, Trusted Advisor, and the 
Simple Monthly Calculator. Check out Chapters 2, 5, and 7. Cost optimization questions to 
consider are as follows: 

 ■ How do you oversee usage and cost?

 ■ How do you meet cost targets?

 ■ Are you aware of current data transfer charges based on your AWS designs?

The Well-Architected Tool

In the AWS management console under “Management and Governance” is the AWS Well-
Architected Tool, as shown in Figure 1-14. It provides a framework for documenting your work-
loads against AWS best practices as defined in the well-architected framework documentation. In 
each of the five pillars, there are many questions to consider before deploying your application. 
As you consider each question, you can enter milestones to mark changes in your architecture as 
it moves through its deployment and build lifecycle. Working with the well-architected tool, you 
will receive tips and guidance on how to follow the best practices recommended by AWS while 
carrying out a full architectural review of an actual workload that you are planning to deploy at 
AWS. It is well worth the time spent.

Before the review begins, you will select the AWS region where your application will be hosted. 
The first step is to define the workload and choose the industry type and whether the application 
is in a production or preproduction environment. During the review process, the well-architected 
tool will identify potential areas of medium and high risk based on the answers to the questions 
posed during the workload review. The five pillars of design success will also be included in the 
plan that is presented showing the recommended improvements to your initial design decisions. 
The plan as shown in Figure 1-15 will also define both high and medium risks, with recom-
mended improvements to consider implementing. 
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Figure 1-14 Using the well-architected framework tool

Figure 1-15 Recommended improvements using the well-architected tool review
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In Conclusion

In this initial chapter, we looked at just what the public cloud is these days and how AWS fits into 
the public cloud arena in the areas of infrastructure and development, namely IaaS and PaaS. The 
cloud is a data center; it’s just not yours.

The chapter looked at how NIST has defined the public cloud and how AWS fits into NIST’s 
definition; in most cases the initial NIST definition has morphed into a standard, followed by 
most corporations that have moved to the AWS cloud. We ended off with a bit of homework, 
suggesting that you should sign up for an AWS account and look at ways to leverage the free 
tier to further your learning, and you should review the AWS compliance page to see how your 
compliance needs match with what AWS can offer. And, of course, you should carefully review 
the well-architected framework documentation. It’s a pretty good guideline and online utility for 
getting used to how Amazon operates and how you probably want to operate in the cloud. The 
well-architected framework is also the baseline for the AWS Architecture Associate certification if 
you’re moving toward getting certified in the future. 

Don’t forget about the companion videos, which are going to be key to working at AWS. In the 
companion videos, you’ll be introduced to Terra Firma, our use case for this book and the videos. 
Each video will look at a problem or situation that Terra Firma is facing as a company and suggest 
a solution. Each chapter also starts with several issues and concerns being faced by Terra Firma. 
It’s my hope that you can relate to the company’s concerns and the presented solutions. Each 
chapter ends with some relevant discussion points for consideration. 

MAKE SURE TO WATCH THE COMPANION VIDEO ON OUR USE CASE FOR THIS BOOK: “Terra Firma.”

Let’s start learning about the big picture: regions, availability zones, and edge locations in 
Chapter 2.
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services) cloud services; public cloud 

services

Cloud Foundry, 9

cloud storage. See storage
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benefits of, 377
change sets, 377, 382–383
EC2 instance creation, 381–382
stack sets, 383–384
stacks, 380–381
templates, 377–380, 381

CloudFront, 47–48

CloudHub, 137

CloudTrail, 362–365

CloudWatch, 211–227

agent installation, 216–217
alarm creation, 224–225
alarm/action settings, 225–226
cost of, 223
dashboard, 224
EC2 instance monitoring, 226
features, 213
load balancer metrics, 243–244
logging data, 215–216
metrics in, 213–215
rebooting/recovering EC2 instances, 

226–227
service integration, 219–220, 223
terminology, 220–223

CNAME records, 140–141

codebase in 12-factor app rules, 386–388

CodeCommit, 387–388

CodeDeploy, 399–400

CodePipeline, 397–399

Cognito, 353, 405

compliance standards, 19–20

designing AWS, 49–51
GovCloud, 56
HIPPA (Health Insurance Portability 

and Accountability Act), 54–55
list of, 53–54
NIST (National Institute of 

Standards and Technology), 55–56
PCI compliance checklist, 51–52

compute costs

calculating, 62
optimizing, 67–68

compute optimized instances, 159

compute services, 147. See also EC2 
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concurrency in 12-factor app rules, 392

conditions (IAM), 320, 350

configuration storage in 12-factor app rules, 

388–389

connection draining, 232–233

connectivity. See networking

containers, 203–206

Amazon ECS, 204–205
AWS ECS for Kubernetes (EKS), 205–206
AWS Fargate, 205
virtual machines (VMs) versus, 204

convertible reserved instances, 181

cooldown, 249–250

cost

analyzing, 69
Cost Explorer, 71–73
Simple Monthly Calculator, 73–74
TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) 

Calculator, 75
Trusted Advisor, 69–70

calculating, 59–60
compute costs, 62
data transfer costs, 64–66
managed services, 60–62
storage costs, 63–64
tiered costs, 66–67

of CloudWatch, 223
of EC2 instances, 177–187

reserved instances (RI), 178–182
spot instances, 182–187

of IP addressing, 102, 106–107
of load balancers, 228
of measured services, 12–13
optimizing, 67

compute costs, 67–68
reserved pricing, 69

of PrivateLink, 130
of public cloud services, 4–5
of S3 storage, 269

Cost Explorer, 71–73
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Create VPC wizard, 87–88

credential reports (IAM), 360

cross-account access (IAM roles), 354–355

CRR (cross-region replication), 276

custom AMIs, 168–170

custom policies (IAM), 339

custom route tables, 100–101

custom security groups, 113–114

customer gateways, 135–136

D
D2 instances, 161

dashboard (CloudWatch), 224

data access, questions to ask, 22–23

data centers

history of cloud computing, 2–4
moving to AWS, 5–6
operational benefits of AWS, 14–15

data consistency

in DynamoDB, 305–306
in S3 storage, 272

data control, 17

data privacy, 17, 41

data security, 16–17

data transfer

cost of, 64–66
options for, 309–313

database server inbound ports (security 

groups), 114–115

databases

Amazon RDS (Relational Database 
Service), 287–294

best practices, 293–294
database engines, 288
database instances, 288–290
high availability, 290–291
installation, 292–293
performance, 293

Aurora, 294–298
architecture, 295–297
communication in, 297–298

DynamoDB, 298–308
ACID and, 306–307

adaptive capacity, 304–305
backup/restore, 308
capacity units sizes, 302–303
data consistency, 305–306
DAX, 308
global tables, 307
queries in, 300–301
serverless Web app example, 405
SQL databases versus, 299–300
tables in, 301–302

Secrets Manager, 368–369

DataSync, 311

DAX (DynamoDB Accelerator), 308

DDoS attacks

AWS Shield, 46
AWS Shield Advanced, 46

dedicated hosts, 162

dedicated instances, 162–163

default region, 33

default security group, 112–113

default VPC, 93–95

dependencies in 12-factor app rules, 388

designing AMIs, 171–173

designing AWS, 29–30

availability zones (AZ)
distribution, 37–38
failover, 38–40
list of, 35–37

compliance standards, 49–51
GovCloud, 56
HIPPA (Health Insurance Portability 

and Accountability Act), 54–55
list of, 53–54
NIST (National Institute of 

Standards and Technology), 55–56
PCI compliance checklist, 51–52

cost analyzation, 69
Cost Explorer, 71–73
Simple Monthly Calculator, 73–74
TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) 

Calculator, 75
Trusted Advisor, 69–70

cost calculation, 59–60
compute costs, 62
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data transfer costs, 64–66
managed services, 60–62
storage costs, 63–64
tiered costs, 66–67

cost optimization, 67
compute costs, 67–68
reserved pricing, 69

edge location services, 44
AWS Shield, 46
AWS Shield Advanced, 46
CloudFront, 47–48
Lambda@Edge, 48–49
list of, 44–45
Route 53, 45–46
WAF (Web Application Firewall), 47

latency, 57–58
location selection, 30–32
questions to ask, 30
regions

choosing, 49
defined, 32–33
isolation, 34
service separation in, 35
services offered at, 58–59

SLAs (service-level agreements)
AWS customer agreement, 40–42
failure protection, 42–44

developers, AWS options for, 6, 20–21

Direct Connect, 138–139, 310–311

disposability in 12-factor app rules, 

392–393

DNS services, Route 53, 45–46, 139–144

Alias records versus CNAME records, 
140–141

DNS hostnames, 143–144
health checks, 142–143
private DNS zones, 143
routing protocols, 141–142

dynamic port mapping, 232

DynamoDB, 298–308

ACID and, 306–307
adaptive capacity, 304–305
backup/restore, 308
capacity units sizes, 302–303

data consistency, 305–306
DAX, 308
global tables, 307
queries in, 300–301
serverless Web app example, 405
SQL databases versus, 299
tables in, 301–302

E
EBS (elastic block storage), 257–258, 

259–269

general-purpose SSD baseline, 261–262
performance, 263, 284–286
provisioned IOPS (io1), 262–263
volumes

attaching, 264–265
best practices, 269
elastic, 264
encryption, 265–266
snapshots, 266–268
tagging, 268
types of, 260–261

EBS-backed AMIs

creating, 169
instance store-backed AMIs versus, 

170–171

EC2 auto scaling, 245–251

ASGs (auto scaling groups), 248–251
benefits of, 245–246
launch configurations, 246
launch templates, 247

EC2 Fleet, 186–187

EC2 instances

AMIs, 164–175
in AWS Marketplace, 167–168
best practices, 174–175
build considerations, 173–174
components of, 165
creating custom, 168–170
designing, 171–173
Linux AMIs, 166–167
Windows AMIs, 167

architecture, 152
auto recovery, 189–190
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CodeDeploy and, 399–400
cost of, 177–187

reserved instances (RI), 178–182
spot instances, 182–187

creating with CloudFormation, 381–382
health checks, 230–231
history of virtualization, 148–152
launch templates, 176
monitoring, 226
naming conventions, 153
network performance, 163–164
ordering, 190–196

configuration options, 192
storage options, 193

rebooting/recovering, 226–227
resource isolation, 153–154
storage, 187–189
tagging, 175
types of, 155–163

accelerated computing, 160–161
bare-metal, 161–162
burst, 157–158
changing, 176–177
compute optimized, 159
dedicated hosts, 162
dedicated instances, 162–163
general-purpose, 156–157
M1, 156
memory-optimized, 159–160
micro, 156
for paravirtualization, 156
storage-optimized, 161

vCPUs, 154–155

EC2-Classic, 80

EC2-VPC. See VPCs (virtual private clouds)

edge location services, 44

AWS Shield, 46
AWS Shield Advanced, 46
CloudFront, 47–48
Lambda@Edge, 48–49
list of, 44–45
Route 53, 45–46
WAF (Web Application Firewall), 47

EFS (Elastic File System). See Amazon EFS 

(Elastic File System)

egress-only Internet gateway (EOIG), 

132–133

EIP (elastic IP addresses), 104–106

EKS (AWS ECS for Kubernetes), 205–206

Elastic Beanstalk, 389–390, 394–397

elastic block storage (EBS). See EBS (elastic 

block storage)

Elastic Compute Cloud. See EC2 instances

Elastic Container Service (Amazon ECS), 

204–205

elastic EBS volumes, 264

Elastic File System (EFS). See Amazon EFS 

(Elastic File System)

elastic IP addresses (EIP), 104–106

elastic load balancing (ELB). See ELB 

(elastic load balancing)

ElastiCache, 308–309

elasticity, 12, 209–211

in 12-factor app rules, 392
AWS Auto Scaling, 251–252
defined, 12
EC2 auto scaling, 245–251

ASGs (auto scaling groups), 248–251
benefits of, 245–246
launch configurations, 246
launch templates, 247

NIST definition, 209–210

ELB (elastic load balancing), 227–233

additional features, 231–233
designed redundancy, 229–230
EC2 health checks, 230–231
feature comparison, 229
monitoring, 243–244
security groups, 116–117

encryption

AEAD, 123
EBS volumes, 265–266

endpoints

in Aurora, 298
gateway endpoints, 125–128
interface endpoints, 128–131
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enhanced networking, 163–164

entities (IAM), 319

EOIG (egress-only Internet gateway), 

132–133

ephemeral ports, 121–122

ephemeral storage. See EBS (elastic block 

storage)

F
F1 instances, 161

failover

in Amazon RDS, 290–291
of availability zones (AZ), 38–40
AWS SLA, 42–44
in Route 53, 142–143

Fargate, 205

file synchronization in Amazon EFS, 286

Firecracker, 208

firewalls

NACLs (network access control lists), 
117–122

ephemeral ports, 121–122
inbound/outbound rules, 118–120

WAF (Web Application Firewall), 47

flow logs, 122–123

G
G3 instances, 160

gateway VPC endpoints, 125–128

gateways

customer gateways, 135–136
gateway VPC endpoints, 125–128
Internet gateways, 131–133
Storage Gateway, 312–313
VPG (virtual private gateway), 134–135

GDPR, 20

general-purpose instances, 156–157

general-purpose SSD (gp2), 261–262

Geo DNS, 142

Glacier class (S3), 274, 280–281

Glacier Deep Archive class (S3), 274

global DynamoDB tables, 307

golden AMI pipeline sample configuration, 

174

GovCloud, 56

gp2 (general-purpose SSD), 261–262

Gramm-Leachy-Billy Act, 20

groups (IAM), 320, 332

GuardDuty, 369–370

H
H1 instances, 161

health checks

configuring, 242–243
on EC2 instances, 230–231
in Route 53, 142–143, 231

Health Insurance Portability and 

Accountability Act (HIPPA), 20, 54–55

Heroku, 9, 386

high availability. See availability

high-memory instances, 160

HIPPA (Health Insurance Portability and 

Accountability Act), 20, 54–55

history

of public cloud services, 2–4
of virtualization, 148–152

host-based routing, 238

hosting services, associating services 

versus, 81

hostnames (DNS), 143–144

HTTP access (security groups), 114

HTTPS listener security settings, 239–240

hyperthreading, 154

hypervisors

Nitro, 150–151
Xen, 148–150

I
I3 instances, 161

IaaS (infrastructure as a service), 6–8
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IAM (identity and access management), 

317–365

access requests, 322–323
account details, 332–333
account summary, 333–334
actions, 324–325
authentication, 320–322
authorization, 323–324
AWS services available, 15
best practices, 358–360
features, 318
groups, 332
identity federation, 357–358
MFA (multifactor authentication), 337
password policies, 334–335
policies, 337–350

ACLs (access control lists), 348
actions, 344–345
conditional elements, 350
creating, 341–342
elements of, 342–343
identity-based, 337–339
in-line, 340–341
permission boundaries, 346–347
resource-based, 340
SCPs (service control policies), 347
session policies, 348
summary tables, 348–349
syntax, 343–344
versioning, 349

roles, 351–355
cross-account access, 354–355
when to use, 352–353

signing in, 332
STS (security token service), 355–356
tagging identities, 350–351
terminology, 319–320
tools for, 360–365
users, 325–334

access keys, 329–331
creating, 328–329
identifying, 328
root user, 326–328
rotating access keys, 335–337

ICMP access (security groups), 115

identities (IAM), 319

tagging, 350–351

identity federation, 357–358

identity management. See IAM (identity and 

access management)

identity-based policies (IAM), 337–339

inbound port numbers, 121–122

inbound rules (NACLs), 118–120

infrastructure as a service (IaaS), 6–8

infrastructure as code. See automation

in-line policies (IAM), 340–341

installing

Amazon RDS (Relational Database 
Service), 292–293

CloudWatch agent, 216–217

instance storage. See EBS (elastic block 

storage)

instance store-backed AMIs

creating, 169–170
EBS-backed AMIs versus, 170–171

instances (EC2). See EC2 instances

Intelligent-Tiering class (S3), 273–274

interface VPC endpoints, 128–131

Internet gateways, 131–133

inventory processing (S3), 277

io1 (provisioned IOPS), 262–263

IP addressing

BYOIP, 107–109
cost of, 106–107
elastic addresses, 104–106
IPv6 addresses, 110
load balancer support, 232
primary CIDR block, 91–93
private IPv4 addresses, 102–103
public IPv4 addresses, 103–104
secondary CIDR blocks, 93

IPv4 addressing

elastic addresses, 104–106
private addresses, 102–103
public addresses, 103–104

IPv6 addressing, 110

isolation of regions, 34
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job function policies (IAM), 339

L
Lambda, 206–208, 400–401

Lambda@Edge, 48–49

latency, designing AWS, 57–58

latency-based routing (LBR), 142

launch configurations, 246

launch templates, 176, 247

Launch VPC Wizard, 88–89

LBR (latency-based routing), 142

LCUs (load capacity units), 228

lifecycle hooks, 251

LightSail, 206

Linux AMIs, 166–167

listeners, choosing, 236

load balancers, 18–19, 227–244

ALB (Application Load Balancer), 
233–243

creating, 234–237
health check configuration, 242–243
HTTPS listener security settings, 

239–240
rules, 237–239
sticky session support, 242
target groups, 233–234, 240–241
user session maintenance, 241

cost of, 228
ELB (elastic load balancing), 227–233

additional features, 231–233
designed redundancy, 229–230
EC2 health checks, 230–231
feature comparison, 229

monitoring, 243–244
NLB (Network Load Balancer), 244
security groups, 116–117

load capacity units (LCUs), 228

local instance storage, 187–189

location, choosing, 30–32

log streams in 12-factor app rules, 393

logging data, 215–216

M
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M5 instances, 156, 157

magnetic drives

EBS (elastic block storage), 263
local instance storage, 187–189

managed policies (IAM), 338

managed services

cost of, 60–62
defined, 7
operational benefits, 14–15

mapping service, 85–86

measured services, 12–13

memory caches, 308–309

memory-optimized instances, 

159–160

MFA (multifactor authentication), 337

micro instances, 156

migrating applications to AWS, 196–202

AWS Migration Hub, 199–200
AWS SMS (Server Migration Services), 

200–201
choosing applications, 21–23
questions to ask, 23–24
steps in, 197–198
tools for, 196–197
VM Import/Export service, 202
Well-Architected Framework, 24–26

mobile application authentication, 353

monitoring, 211–227

AWS services available, 14
CloudWatch

agent installation, 216–217
alarm creation, 224–225
alarm/action settings, 225–226
dashboard, 224
metrics in, 213–215
rebooting/recovering EC2 instances, 

226–227
service integration, 219–220, 223
terminology, 220–223

EC2 instances, 226
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importance of, 211–213
load balancers, 243–244
logging data, 215–216
planning for, 217–219

moving to AWS (Amazon web services) 

cloud, 5–6

multifactor authentication (MFA), 337

N
NACLs (network access control lists), 

117–122

ephemeral ports, 121–122
inbound/outbound rules, 118–120

naming conventions for EC2 instances, 153

NAT gateway services, 97–98

National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST)

AWS compliance, 55–56
public cloud definitions, 10–13
scaling/elasticity definition, 209–210

network access, broad, 11

network access control lists (NACLs), 117–122

ephemeral ports, 121–122
inbound/outbound rules, 118–120

Network Load Balancer (NLB), 244

features, 229

network security, 18

networking, 77–78

availability zones (AZ), 95
AWS networking internals, 81–83
default VPC, 93–95
Direct Connect, 138–139
EC2-Classic, 80
flow logs, 122–123
Internet gateways, 131–133
IP addressing

BYOIP, 107–109
cost of, 106–107
elastic addresses, 104–106
IPv6 addresses, 110
private IPv4 addresses, 102–103
public IPv4 addresses, 103–104

mapping service, 85–86

NACLs, 117–122
ephemeral ports, 121–122
inbound/outbound rules, 118–120
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packet flow, 83–85
peering VPCs, 123–125
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Route 53, 139–144

Alias records versus CNAME records, 
140–141

DNS hostnames, 143–144
health checks, 142–143
private DNS zones, 143
routing protocols, 141–142

security, 79–80
security groups, 110–113

administrative access, 115
app server inbound ports, 114
custom, 113–114
database server inbound ports, 

114–115
default, 112–113
ELB traffic flow, 116–117
PING access, 115

stretch layer 2 network designs, 82
subnets
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NAT gateway services, 97–98
route tables, 98–102

VPC CIDR block creation, 91
primary CIDR block, 91–93
secondary CIDR blocks, 93

VPC console, 78–79
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VPC endpoints

gateway endpoints, 125–128
interface endpoints, 128–131

VPN connections, 133–138
CloudHub, 137
customer gateway, 135–136
route propagation, 137–138
VPG (virtual private gateway), 
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Technology)

AWS compliance, 55–56
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Nitro hypervisor, 150–151

NLB (Network Load Balancer), 244

features, 229

O
object lock (S3), 275–276

object storage. See Amazon S3

object tags (S3), 277

on-demand scaling, 250–251

on-demand self-service, 10–11

One Zone-1A class (S3), 274

OpsWorks, 376

optimizing costs, 67

compute costs, 67–68
reserved pricing, 69
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outbound rules (NACLs), 118–120

P
P states, 160

PaaS (platform as a service), 8–10
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paravirtualization, 148, 152, 156

parity in 12-factor app rules, 393

password policies (IAM), 334–335

path-based routing, 238–239
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PCI DSS, 20
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performance
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Service), 293
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storage comparison, 284–286

permission boundaries (IAM policies), 

346–347

PING access (security groups), 115
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platform as a service (PaaS), 8–10

policies (IAM), 337–350

ACLs (access control lists), 348
actions, 344–345
conditional elements, 350
creating, 341–342
elements of, 342–343
identity-based, 337–339
in-line, 340–341
permission boundaries, 346–347
resource-based, 340
SCPs (service control policies), 347
session policies, 348
summary tables, 348–349
syntax, 343–344
terminology, 319–320
versioning, 349

policy objects (IAM), 320

Policy Simulator, 361–362

port binding in 12-factor app rules, 392

pricing. See cost
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principals (IAM), 320

privacy, 17, 41

private cloud services, 8

private DNS zones, 143

private IPv4 addresses, 102–103
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provisioned IOPS (io1), 262–263
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public cloud services
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cost of, 4–5
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history of, 2–4
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failover, 38–40
list of, 35–37

choosing, 49
default, 33
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service separation in, 35
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reserved instances (RI), 178–182

limits, 179–181
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types of, 181–182

reserved pricing, 69
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limits, 179–181
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roles (IAM), 319, 351–355
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when to use, 352–353
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rotating IAM access keys, 335–337
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private DNS zones, 143
routing protocols, 141–142
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routing protocols
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Route 53 support for, 141–142
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launch configurations, 246
launch templates, 247
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scheduled scaling, 250
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Secrets Manager, 368–369

security, 315–316
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Simple Storage Service. See Amazon S3
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AWS customer agreement, 40–42
failure protection, 42–44
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tagging, 268
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Snowball, 311–312
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